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Þroskasálfræði


Félagsfræði


Aðferðarfræði

Digital ethnography: principles and practice /Sarah Pink ... [et al.]. Los Angeles, Calif.: Sage, c2016.

Fötlunarfræði / sérkennsla


Leikskólafræði


**Kennslufræði**

*A reflective practitioner's guide to (mis)adventures in drama education - or - what was I thinking?* /edited by Peter Duffy. Bristol :Intellect, c2015.

*Behavior and classroom management in the multicultural classroom : proactive, active, and reactive strategies* /Terry L. Shepherd, Los Angeles : SAGE, [2015].


Æstetikken tilbage i pædagogikken : på opdagelsesrejse mod ukendte mål / Steen Nepper Larsen (red.) Frederikshavn : Dafolo, 2017

**Menntunarfræði**

*Contrasting dynamics in education politics of extremes : school choice in Chile and Finland* / edited by Piia Seppänen et al ; Boston : Sense Publishers, c2015.


Móðurmálskennsla /málvísindi


Bókmenntakennsla

**Samtidslyrikk i klasserommet** /Kjersti Rognes Solbu og Jon Opedal


Sögukennsla


Stæðfræðikennsla

**Mathematics textbooks, their content, use and influences : research in Nordic and Baltic countries** / Editor Barbro Grevholm.
Oslo : Cappelen Damm akademisk, 2017.


Tómstundafraði

**Routledge handbook of leisure studies** /edited by Tony Blackshaw.
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Tölvuleikir / upplýsingatækní


Listgreinar


How to see it, how to draw it: the perspective workbook /Matthew Brehm. Tunbridge Wells: Search Press, 2016.
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**Nemendur**


**Háskólar**


**Doktorsritgerðir**

**Constructing support as inclusive practice : a self-study** /Edda Öskarsdóttir. Reykjavík : University of Iceland, School of Education, Faculty of Teacher Education, 2017.

Kynjafræði


Gender, management and leadership in initial teacher education :managing to survive in the education marketplace? /Barbara Thompson.London, United Kingdom :Palgrave Macmillan,[2017].


Gender regulation, violence and social hierarchies in school :'sluts', 'gays' and 'scrubs' /Victoria Rawlings.London :This Palgrave Macmillan imprint is published by Springer Nature,[2017].
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